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Energies of 3l3l83l9 states of aluminumlike ions with Z514–100 are evaluated to second order in relativ-
istic many-body perturbation theory starting from a 1s22s22p6 Dirac-Fock potential. Intrinsic three-particle
contributions to the energy are included in the present calculation and found to contribute about 10–20 % of
the total second-order energy. Corrections for the frequency-dependent Breit interaction and the Lamb shift are
included in lowest order. A detailed discussion of contributions to the energy levels is given for aluminumlike
germanium (Z532). Comparisons are made with available experimental data. We obtain excellent agreement
for term splitting, even for low-Z ions. These calculations are presented as a theoretical benchmark for
comparison with experiment and theory.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.022507 PACS number~s!: 32.30.Rj, 32.70.Cs, 31.25.Jf, 31.15.MdI. INTRODUCTION
Ions of the aluminum isoelectronic sequence have three
valence electrons outside a closed n52 core and provide a
model for studying effects of strong correlation on closely
spaced levels in heavy atoms. There are many examples in
the Al sequence of level crossings of states having the same
parity and angular momentum; such examples occur for both
low and high values of the nuclear charge Z. Notably, the
3s3p2, 3s3p3d , and 3p3 levels cross the 3s2nl (l50 to 4!
levels, becoming relatively more tightly bound as the nuclear
charge Z increases. Such crossings provide stringent tests of
atomic structure calculations. Comparisons with measure-
ments of energies, transition rates, and fine-structure inter-
vals also provide useful tests of the quality of different the-
oretical models. Many experimental energy levels and fine-
structure intervals are now available up to very high nuclear
charge (Z540) for 3l3l83l9 levels; additionally, experimen-
tal rates for some transitions between these levels are avail-
able. The objective of this paper is to present a comprehen-
sive set of calculations for 3l3l83l9 energies to compare
with previous calculations and experiments for the entire Al
isoelectronic sequence. Most earlier measurements and cal-
culations focused on 3s23p 2Po states and low-lying
3s3p2 4Pe levels. Very few results exist for other
3s23d , 3s3p3d , and 3p3 states. The large number of pos-
sible transitions have made experimental identification diffi-
cult. Experimental verifications should become simpler and
more reliable using this more accurate set of calculations.
Several early theoretical calculations for Al-like ions were
based on the Hartree-Fock method: excitation energies and
line strengths for low-lying states of ions in the sequence
were studied using multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock wave
functions by Huang @1# and oscillator strengths were evalu-
ated using multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock wave functions
by Fawcett @2#. Wavelengths, oscillator strengths, and transi-
tion probabilities for electric-dipole transitions between low-
lying levels of the Al-like ions were calculated using a rela-
tivistic parametric potential by Farrag et al. in Ref. @3#.
In the present paper, we use relativistic many-body per-1050-2947/2002/65~2!/022507~9!/$20.00 65 0225turbation theory ~MBPT! to determine energies of n53
states for aluminumlike ions with nuclear charges in the
range Z514–100. We illustrate our calculation with detailed
studies of the case of aluminumlike germanium (Z532).
Our calculations are carried out to second order in perturba-
tion theory and include one-particle, two-particle, and three-
particle contributions to the energy. Three-particle contribu-
tions account for 10–20 % of the total second-order energy.
The frequency-dependent Breit interaction is included in first
order. Finally, QED corrections are included using the
screened self-energy and vacuum polarization data given by
Blundell @4#.
Our perturbation theory calculations are carried out using
single-particle orbitals calculated in the Hartree-Fock poten-
tial of the 1s22s22p6 neonlike core. As a first step, we de-
termine and store the single-particle contributions to the en-
ergies of the five n53 states 3s , 3p1/2 , 3p3/2 , 3d3/2 , and
3d5/2 in lowest, first, and second orders. These contributions
are precisely those needed to calculate energies of n53
states of sodiumlike ions. Next, we evaluate the 155 two-
particle matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian
^3l3l8 JuHeffu3l93l- J& in first and second orders. These
two-particle matrix elements are identical to those used in
Ref. @5# to evaluate energies of the 3l3l8 levels for magne-
siumlike ions. Finally, second-order ~intrinsic! three-particle
matrix elements are evaluated. Combining the one-, two-,
and three-particle matrix elements using the method given in
Refs. @6,7#, we calculate one-, two-, and three-particle con-
tributions to the energies of aluminumlike ions.
The MBPT energies evaluated here compare well with
predicted energies based on experimental measurements
given in Refs. @8–23#. Multiplet splittings along the isoelec-
tronic sequence are evaluated and agree to three digits with
available experimental data for most cases.
II. METHOD
The MBPT formalism developed previously in Refs. @6,7#
for B-like ions is used here to obtain second-order energies
for Al-like ions. Differences between calculations for B-like©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
U. I. SAFRONOVA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 022507TABLE I. Possible three-particle states in the n53 complex in the j j-coupling scheme.
J51/2 J53/2 J55/2 J57/2–11/2
Odd-parity states
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p3/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3p1/2 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d5/2
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3p1/2 3s1/23p1/2@0#3d5/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2
3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 3p1/23p1/2@0#3p3/2 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2
3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p3/2 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d5/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3s1/23p1/2@0#3d3/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3p3/2
3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3p3/2
3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d5/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3p1/2
3d3/23d3/2@2#3p3/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3p3/2
3d5/23d5/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3p1/2 3d3/23d5/2@2#3p3/2
3d5/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@3#3p1/2
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p1/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3p1/2 3d3/23d5/2@3#3p3/2
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p3/2 3d3/23d3/2@0#3p3/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@4#3p1/2
3d3/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3p1/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@4#3p3/2
3d3/23d3/2@2#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@1#3p3/2
3d5/23d5/2@0#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@2#3p1/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3d5/23d5/2@2#3p1/2 3d3/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3p1/2
3d5/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@3#3p1/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3p3/2
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p1/2 3d3/23d5/2@3#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@3#3p3/2
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@4#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@4#3p1/2
3d3/23d5/2@2#3p1/2 3d3/23d5/2@4#3p3/2
3d3/23d5/2@2#3p3/2
3d3/23d5/2@3#3p3/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3p3/2
3d3/23d5/2@4#3p3/2
Even-parity states
3p1/23p1/2@0#3s1/2 3p1/23p3/2@1#3s1/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3d3/2
3p3/23p3/2@0#3s1/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3p1/23p3/2@1#3s1/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3d5/2 3p1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2
3p3/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3d3/2 3p1/23p1/2@0#3d5/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2
3p3/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3p1/23p1/2@0#3d3/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3d5/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3p1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3d3/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3s1/2
3p1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3d3/23d5/2@3#3s1/2
3p1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3p1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3d3/23d5/2@4#3s1/2
3d3/23d3/2@0#3s1/2 3p1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3p1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3d5/2
3d5/23d5/2@0#3s1/2 3p1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3d3/2
3d3/23d5/2@1#3s1/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3d3/2
3d3/23d3/2@2#3d5/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3s1/2
3d5/23d5/2@2#3d3/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3s1/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3s1/2 3p3/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3d5/23d5/2@2#3s1/2 3d3/23d5/2@2#3s1/2 3p1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3d3/23d5/2@1#3s1/2 3d3/23d5/2@3#3s1/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3s1/2
3d3/23d5/2@2#3s1/2 3d3/23d3/2@0#3d5/2 3d3/23d5/2@4#3s1/2
3d3/23d3/2@2#3d5/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3d5/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3d5/2
3d5/23d5/2@0#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3d3/2
3d5/23d5/2@2#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3d5/2
3d3/23d3/2@0#3d3/2 3d5/23d5/2@0#3d5/2
3d5/23d5/2@2#3d5/2 3d5/23d5/2@4#3d3/2and Al-like ions are due to the increased size of the model
space (3l3l83l9 instead of 2l2l82l9) and differences in the
Dirac-Fock potential (1s22s22p6 instead of 1s2). There are
148 states for Al-like ions compared with only 15 for B-like
ions; consequently, the numerical calculations for aluminum-
like ions are more laborious.02250A. Model space
The model space for n53 states of aluminumlike ions
includes 75 odd-parity states consisting of 13 J51/2 states,
22 J53/2 states, 19 J55/2 states, 13 J57/2 states, six J
59/2 states, and two J511/2 states. Additionally, there are7-2
RELATIVISTIC MANY-BODY CALCULATIONS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 022507TABLE II. Contributions to energy matrices ~a.u.! for odd-parity states with J51/2 before diagonalization in the case of Al-like
germanium, Z532.
3l1 j13l2 j2@J12#3l3 j3 3l1 j13l2 j2@J12#3l3 j3 E (0) E (1) B (1) E (2)
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 295.286056 4.897918 0.043952 20.167811
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 291.239265 5.365837 0.046278 20.225383
3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 290.910510 5.326804 0.041066 20.233031
3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 290.636363 5.535290 0.034844 20.252306
3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 290.636363 4.909723 0.035206 20.188381
3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 290.586586 5.343152 0.031624 20.229276
3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 286.534964 5.648678 0.039064 20.272410
3d3/23d3/2@2#3p3/2 3d3/23d3/2@2#3p3/2 286.260817 5.520663 0.031397 20.265319
3d5/23d5/2@0#3p1/2 3d5/23d5/2@0#3p1/2 286.435409 5.968196 0.032085 20.317041
3d5/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 3d5/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 286.161262 5.535474 0.024322 20.257509
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p1/2 3d3/23d5/2@1#3p1/2 286.485186 5.360735 0.035399 20.240544
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@1#3p3/2 286.211039 5.785456 0.029024 20.295486
3d3/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 3d3/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 286.211039 5.562748 0.027898 20.272622
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 20.544408 20.000662 0.040021
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 20.544408 20.000662 0.037766
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 0.000000 0.400156 0.000212 20.033861
3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 0.400156 0.000212 20.030354
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 0.000000 20.374459 20.000294 0.030131
3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 20.374459 20.000294 0.027575
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 0.209638 0.000372 20.012544
3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 0.209638 0.000372 20.007983
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 0.000000 0.300908 20.000086 20.027682
3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 0.300908 20.000086 20.027274
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 0.000000 0.376259 0.000134 20.026256
3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 0.376259 0.000134 20.025386
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 20.232469 20.000433 0.020393
3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 20.232469 20.000433 0.017795
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 3d5/23d5/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 20.569116 20.001312 0.043235
3d5/23d5/2@0#3p1/2 3p3/23p5/2@0#3p1/2 0.000000 20.569116 20.001312 0.03915973 even-parity states consisting of 13 J51/2 states, 21 J
53/2 states, 20 J55/2 states, 11 J57/2 states, 7 J59/2
states, and one J511/2 state. The distribution of the 148
states in the model space is given in Table I.
FIG. 1. One-, two-, and three-particle contributions E1 , E2, and
E3 to the second-order diagonal energy matrix element for the
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 state of Al-like ions given as functions of Z.02250The evaluation of second-order energies for Al-like ions
follows the pattern of the corresponding calculation for Mg-
like ions given in Ref. @5#. In particular, we use second-order
one- and two-particle matrix elements for Mg-like ions cal-
FIG. 2. Two- and three-particle contributions to nondiagonal
second-order energy matrix for 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 and
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 states of Al-like ions given as functions of Z.7-3
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and two-particle contributions for Al-like ions. We refer the
reader to Ref. @5# for a discussion of the how the basic one-
and two-particle matrix elements are evaluated and to Ref.
@6# for a discussion of how they are combined to obtain
matrix elements for the three-particle system. A discussion of
how intrinsic three-particle diagrams are evaluated and in-
cluded is also given in @6#. The one-, two-, and three-particle
matrix elements calculated here can be used later as input
data for calculations of energies of four-valence-electron Si-
like ions.
B. Energy-matrix elements
As a specific example of our calculations, we list the
zeroth-, first-, and second-order Coulomb contributions
E (0), E (1), and E (2), together with the first-order Breit con-
tribution B (1), for the odd-parity J51/2 states in aluminum-
like germanium Z532 in Table II. The zeroth-order Cou-
lomb energy E (0), which is the sum of eigenvalues of the
one-electron Dirac equation, dominates the energy matrix.
The first-order Coulomb energy E (1) is the matrix element of
FIG. 3. Contributions to the energy of the 3s23p 2P1/2 ground
state in Al-like ions from the second-order Coulomb energy E (2),
the Breit interaction B (1), and the Lamb-shift ELamb .02250the residual Coulomb interaction between the states listed in
the first two columns. It is, as expected, the next most im-
portant contribution to the total energy. The second-order
Coulomb energy E (2) is the sum of one-, two-, and three-
particle contributions obtained using the standard rules of
MBPT. The evaluation of E (2) is discussed in detail in Ref.
@7# for the case of boronlike ions; the evaluation of E (2) for
aluminumlike ions is similar. Finally, the first-order Breit en-
ergy B (1) is the matrix element of the retarded Breit interac-
tion @24#
b1252
1
r12
@a1a2 cos kr122~a1„1!~a2„2!
3~12cos kr12!/k2# . ~2.1!
The quantity k in Eq. ~2.1! is the wave vector of the virtual
photon mediating the interaction; the choice of k for two-
particle matrix elements is discussed in the Appendix of Ref.
@25#. The first-order Breit corrections B (1) are smaller than
the first- and second-order Coulomb corrections E (1) and
E (2) for the example considered in Table II. Furthermore, the
ratios of nondiagonal to diagonal matrix elements are smaller
for first-order contributions than for second-order contribu-
tions. Another difference between first- and second-order
contributions is symmetry: first-order nondiagonal matrix el-
ements are symmetric whereas second-order nondiagonal
matrix elements are unsymmetric; the matrix elements
E (2)v8w8@J128 #u8(J),vw@J12#u(J) and E (2)vw@J12#u(J),
v8w8@J128 #u8(J) in this example differ by 10–30 %.
The most difficult part of the calculation is the second-
order Coulomb energy matrix which consists of three parts,
associated with one-, two-, and three-particle operators.
~Three-particle operators are, of course, absent for systems
with one or two valence electrons.! In Fig. 1 we illustrate the
Z dependence of the one-, two-, and three-particle second-
order contributions E1 , E2, and E3 to the diagonal matrix
element of the 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 state. It can be seen from
the figure that E3 is almost constant for all Z. The two-TABLE III. Energies of odd-parity J51/2 states of Al-like germanium, Z532, in a.u., E (011)[E01E11B1 . E rel is the total theoretical
energy relative to the ground state.
j j coupling E (011) E (2) ELamb E tot E rel
3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2 290.482233 20.150878 0.011710 290.621401 0.000000
3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2 286.079540 20.200045 0.001639 286.277946 4.343455
3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2 285.870751 20.189035 0.005944 286.053842 4.567559
3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2 285.723046 20.184160 0.006253 285.900953 4.720448
3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2 284.978205 20.253607 0.005793 285.226019 5.395382
3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2 284.832708 20.275664 0.005708 285.102665 5.518736
3d3/23d3/2@0#3p1/2 281.101794 20.240344 20.000083 281.342222 9.279179
3d3/23d3/2@2#3p3/2 281.083557 20.239941 20.000082 281.323580 9.297821
3d5/23d5/2@0#3p1/2 280.843906 20.239630 0.000343 281.083194 9.538207
3d5/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 280.734599 20.260151 0.000179 280.994571 9.626830
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p1/2 280.583712 20.272143 0.000327 280.855528 9.765872
3d3/23d5/2@1#3p3/2 280.330089 20.313922 0.000183 280.643828 9.977573
3d3/23d5/2@2#3p3/2 279.738244 20.397240 0.000320 280.135164 10.4862367-4
RELATIVISTIC MANY-BODY CALCULATIONS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 022507TABLE IV. Energies of Al-like ions relative to the ground state in cm21 for ions with Z518–36.
LS scheme Z518 Z520 Z522 Z524 Z526 Z528 Z530 Z536 j j scheme
3s2@1S#3p 2P1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2
3s2@1S#3p 2P3/2 2209 4392 7534 12246 18831 27731 39441 97281 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p3/2
3p2@3P#3s 4P1/2 100321 135434 160310 192144 225187 259627 295565 411898 3p1/23p1/2@0#3s1/2
3p2@3P#3s 4P3/2 101119 137020 163161 196946 232889 271526 313401 464088 3p1/23p3/2@1#3s1/2
3p2@3P#3s 4P5/2 102350 139374 167202 203357 242451 285072 331743 500343 3p1/23p3/2@2#3s1/2
3p2@1D#3s 2D3/2 132057 176156 211458 253993 298903 346780 398202 579451 3p1/23p3/2@2#3s1/2
3p2@1D#3s 2D5/2 132160 176369 212003 255126 301126 350924 405567 611361 3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2
3p2@1S#3s 2S1/2 169813 220861 263850 313234 364267 417197 472400 657480 3p1/23p3/2@1#3s1/2
3p2@3P#3s 2P1/2 181937 236033 280335 332633 388057 447817 513114 754381 3p3/23p3/2@0#3s1/2
3p2@3P#3s 2P3/2 183325 238615 284491 338680 396052 457537 524114 764631 3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2
3s2@1S#3d 2D3/2 217980 283270 344199 407623 472279 538960 608425 842274 3s1/23s1/2@0#3d3/2
3s2@1S#3d 2D5/2 218030 283288 344726 408710 474242 542192 613395 855275 3s1/23s1/2@0#3d5/2
3s3p@3P#3d 2D3/2 259555 340833 412733 492938 576065 662532 752665 1049206 3s1/23p1/2@0#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 2D5/2 259765 341308 413695 494898 579912 669745 765417 1097220 3s1/23p1/2@0#3d5/2
3p2@3P#3p 4S3/2 270375 351214 423261 504154 588844 678402 773983 1107265 3p1/23p1/2@0#3p3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4F3/2 290045 382170 463380 550911 641239 733529 828935 1141165 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4F5/2 290489 383051 464938 554065 645313 739490 837352 1160608 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4F7/2 291124 384321 467215 557844 651223 748302 849974 1190862 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d5/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4F9/2 291968 386020 470300 563048 659539 761051 868882 1244203 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3p2@3P#3p 2P1/2 293233 379299 461285 549476 641696 738981 842438 1201579 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2
3p2@3P#3p 2P3/2 293209 379436 461846 551612 645244 745789 854345 1227316 3p3/23p3/2@2#3p1/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4P1/2 316813 415750 503262 597441 693557 792568 895282 1232711 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4P3/2 316328 414802 502037 596093 692051 790868 893409 1247406 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d5/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4P5/2 315700 413738 500557 594205 689678 787889 889691 1225100 3s1/23p1/2@1#3d5/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4D1/2 318711 417376 505957 602892 703197 808018 918540 1296841 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4D3/2 318970 417939 506596 603407 703580 808276 918667 1296621 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4D5/2 319206 418317 506976 603619 703500 807792 917656 1292121 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 4D7/2 319338 418427 506910 603232 702727 806675 916341 1293028 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2
3p2@3P#3p 2D3/2 328864 428446 518071 615700 716538 821780 932599 1309701 3p3/23p3/2@0#3p3/2
3p2@3P#3p 2D5/2 328820 428429 518144 615972 717163 822910 934224 1303206 3p3/23p3/2@2#3p1/2
3s3p@3P#3d 2F5/2 343349 448090 541512 641668 743733 848841 958273 1335418 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2
3s3p@3P#3d 2F7/2 345106 451501 547483 651360 758566 870461 988375 1392067 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 2P1/2 376441 489957 591712 701320 814018 931184 1054121 1470443 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2
3s3p@3P#3d 2P3/2 375966 488541 589105 696596 806112 918700 1035340 1420903 3s1/23p3/2@1#3d5/2
3s3p@1P#3d 2F5/2 375645 490767 594392 705300 818947 936625 1059562 1472503 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2
3s3p@1P#3d 2F7/2 375157 489885 592959 703154 815939 932647 1054581 1465653 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3s3p@1P#3d 2P1/2 390186 505823 610461 722770 837739 956613 1080651 1497768 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3s3p@1P#3d 2P3/2 390093 505935 610978 723763 839172 958617 1083786 1509620 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d3/2
3s3p@1P#3d 2D3/2 395132 510442 614764 726764 842226 962572 1088959 1518779 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2
3s3p@1P#3d 2D5/2 395438 511035 615681 727926 843273 963132 1088896 1516157 3s1/23p3/2@2#3d5/2particle contribution is largest for low-Z ions; however, with
increasing Z, the one-particle contribution becomes more im-
portant. As a result, the ratio of the three-particle energy E3
to the total second-order energy E (2) decreases slowly with
increasing Z.
In Fig. 2, we give two- and three-particle contributions
to the nondiagonal elements Ei(a ,b) and Ei(b ,a),
i52,3, where a53s1/23s1/2@0#3p1/2(1/2) and b
53p3/23p3/2@0#3p1/2(1/2), as an example. The origin of the
asymmetry of the nondiagonal second-order matrix elements
in MBPT calculations was discussed previously in Ref. @26#.02250C. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors for Al-like ions
After evaluating the energy matrices, we calculate eigen-
values and eigenvectors for states with given values of J and
parity. There are two possible methods to carry out the di-
agonalization: ~a! diagonalize the sum of zeroth- and first-
order matrices, then calculate the second-order contributions
using the resulting eigenvectors; or ~b! diagonalize the sum
of the zeroth-, first-, and second-order matrices together. Fol-
lowing Ref. @6#, we choose the second method here. We find
that the energies are smooth, slowly varying functions of Z
for the 148 levels of Al-like ions. It is simple to identify the7-5
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ions. We find that the splitting of the doublet and quartet
states is comparable to the difference between LS terms for
high-Z ions; consequently, it is not possible to use the LS
designation for high-Z ions. In fact, we obtain almost pure j j
coupling for the highest values of Z.
The relative importance of second-order contributions to
energies is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the variation with Z of
the second-order energy E (2), the first-order Breit energy
B (1), and the QED contribution ELamb are shown for the
3s23p 2P1/2 ground state. As shown in Fig. 3, E (2) is the
dominant correction for Z,46. The QED correction ELamb is
smaller than B (1) by a factor of 2–5 for all Z but is larger
than E (2) for Z>60.
In Table III, we give the following contributions to the
energies of 13 excited odd-parity J51/2 states in
Ge191: E (011)5E (0)1E (1)1B (1), the second-order Cou-
lomb energy E (2), the QED correction ELamb , and the total
theoretical energy E tot . The QED correction is the sum of the
one-particle self-energy and the first-order vacuum-
polarization energy. Screened self-energy and vacuum-
polarization data given by Blundell @4# are used here to de-
termine the QED correction ELamb . The table clearly shows
the importance of including second-order contributions.
We also present the theoretical excitation energy E rel rela-
tive to the 3s23p 2P1/2 ground state in Table III. As can be
seen, the excitation energy increases with increasing number
of one-particle 3d states in the dominant configuration. In-
deed, the odd-parity J51/2 levels in this table can be divided
into two groups according to the number of 3d states: those
with energies less than 5.7 a.u. have zero or one 3d state and
those with energies larger than 9 a.u. have two 3d states.
Even-parity J51/2 levels also fall into two groups: those
with zero or one 3d electron have energies less than 3.2 a.u
and those with two or three 3d electrons have energies
greater than 6 a.u. Levels with values of J.1/2 fall into the
same two distinct groups as those with J51/2:
low-excitation-energy states with zero or one 3d
electron and high-excitation-energy states with two or
three 3d electrons. The first group includes the
40 levels 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p j(J), 3s1/23p j@J12#3d j8(J),
FIG. 4. Energies @E/(Z28)2 in 100 cm21# of odd-parity states
with J55/2 as functions of Z.022503s1/23s1/2@0#3d j(J), and 3s1/23p j@J12#3p j8(J) levels,
and the second group includes the remaining 108
levels 3d j3d j8@J12#3p j9(J), 3p j3p j8@J12#3d j9(J), and
3d j3d j8@J12#3d j9(J). The first group of levels has been stud-
ied experimentally, whereas there are no experimental data
for the second group. Below, we discuss the first group of
levels only. For these 40 levels, we use both j j designations
and LS designations. When starting calculations from rela-
tivistic Dirac-Fock wave functions, it is natural to use j j
designations for uncoupled energy matrix elements; how-
ever, neither j j nor LS coupling describes physical states
properly, except for the single-configuration state
3d5/23d5/2(4)3d3/2[3d3 3G11/2 . Both designations are
given in Table IV where we summarize our energy calcula-
tions for the 40 low-lying levels.
Strong mixing between states inside the even-parity com-
plex with J53/2 and 5/2 was discussed by Ekberg et al. in
Ref. @8# and by Jupe´n and Curtis in Ref. @9#. Additionally, we
found strong mixing inside the odd-parity complex with J
51/2–5/2 and the even-parity complex with J51/2. In par-
ticular, strong mixing is found in the even-parity complex
with J55/2 between 3p1/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 and
3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 states for Z527–28, between
3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 and 3s1/23s1/2@0#3d3/2 states for Z
553–54, and between 3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2 and
3p1/23p1/2@0#3d3/2 states for Z583–84. It can be seen from
Table I that the even-parity complex with J55/2 includes
two 3p j3p j8@2#3s1/2 states, one 3s1/23s1/2@0#3d5/2 state,
eight 3p j3p j8@J12#3d j9 states, four 3d j3d j8@J12#3s1/2 states,
and five 3d j3d j8@J12#3d j9 states. The resulting 20
eigenvalues can be simply enumerated or labeled using
LS or j j schemes. We label the first four levels as
3s3p2 4P5/2 , 3s3p2 2D5/2 , 3s23d 2D5/2 , and 3p23d 2F5/2 ,
respectively. Only three mixing coefficients suffice to de-
scribe the 3s3p2 2D5/2 level. To describe the next level
3s23d 2D5/2 , one additional mixing coefficient is needed. It
is much more complicated to describe the fourth level
3p23d 2F5/2 , since nine mixing coefficients have values
greater than 0.1 for low-Z ions. It should be noted that the
energy of the 3s23d 2D5/2 level is almost equal to the energy
of the 3p23d 2F5/2 level for Z583. The energies of the
FIG. 5. Multiplet splitting energies @DE/(Z28)4 in cm21# as
functions of Z.7-6
RELATIVISTIC MANY-BODY CALCULATIONS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 022507TABLE V. Fine-structure splitting ~in cm21) of the 3s23p 2P and 3s3p2 4P terms in Al-like ions with Z515–42. Comparison of the
MBPT and predicted data.
Z 3s23p@ 2P3/2- 2P1/2# 3s3p2 @ 4P3/2- 4P1/2# 3s3p2 @ 4P5/2- 4P3/2# 3s3p2 @ 4P5/2- 4P1/2#
MBPT NIST MBPT NIST Fit a MBPT NIST Fit a MBPT Fit a
15 564 559 c 198 204 c 204 320 328 c 328 518 532
16 950 951 d 331 331 d 343 526 520 d 548 857 891
17 1493 536 537 840 845 1376 1382
18 2209 798 802 1231 1235 2029 2037
19 3134 3134 e 1141 1136 e 1053 1730 1737 e 1829 2871 2882
20 4392 4309 e 1586 1578 e 1428 2354 2364 e 2524 3940 3952
21 5755 5761 e 2146 2122 e 1919 3120 3157 e 3364 5266 5283
22 7534 7543 e 2852 2805 e 2562 4041 4109 e 4349 6893 6911
23 9682 9696 f 3727 3711 f 3392 5134 5151 f 5485 8861 8877
24 12246 12261 g 4802 4789 g 4442 6411 6434 g 6783 11213 11225
25 15278 15295 h 6114 6107 h 5758 7884 7913 h 8241 13998 13999
26 18831 18852 i 7702 7710 i 7387 9562 9596 i 9862 17264 17249
27 22962 22979 j 9613 9571 j 9373 11449 11471 j 11654 21062 21027
28 27731 27770 e 11899 11775 13545 13611 25444 25386
29 33201 33239 k 14618 14579 k 14645 15846 15898 k 15738 30464 30383
30 39441 39483 l 17835 17793 l 18044 18342 18366 l 18035 36177 36079
31 46520 21624 22035 21017 20502 42641 42537
32 54512 54567 b 26062 26027 b 26697 23851 23975 b 23127 49913 49824
33 63497 31237 32073 26818 25935 58055 58008
34 73555 73626 b 37244 37243 b 38276 29891 30056 b 28887 67135 67163
35 84772 44181 45348 33042 32016 77223 77364
36 97281 97312 m 52190 51960 m 53397 36255 36190 m 35293 88445 88690
37 111095 61323 62511 39480 38714 100803 101225
38 126350 126414 b 71728 71909 b 72773 42706 42981 b 42282 114434 115055
39 143149 143211 b 83530 83809 b 84279 45917 46236 b 45990 129447 130269
40 161599 161680 b 96858 97257 b 97134 49098 49462 b 49827 145956 146961
41 181813 111845 111471 52241 53757 164086 165228
42 203906 204020 n 128628 127363 55340 57808 183968 185171
aJupe´n and Curtis @9#. hShirai et al. @16#.
bEkberg et al. @8#. iShirai et al. @17#.
cMartin et al. @11#. jShirai et al. @18#.
dMartin et al. @12#. kSugar and Mosgrove @19#.
eSugar and Corliss @13#. lSugar and Musgrove @20#.
fShirai et al. @14#. mShirai et al. @22#.
gShirai et al. @15#. nSugar and Musgrove @23#.3s23d 2D5/2 and 3p23d 2F5/2 levels are 11 658 385 cm21
and 11 645 413 cm21, respectively, with a difference of
12 972 cm21, which is about 0.1% of the level energies. A
corresponding sharp change in the mixing coefficient
C(3p3/23p3/2@2#3s1/2) at Z583 is found.
Energies of even-parity states with J55/2 relative to the
ground state, divided by (Z28)2, are shown in Fig. 4. We
already mentioned that the even-parity complex with J
55/2 includes 20 3l3l8@J12#3l9 states. Energies of the four
lowest levels are shown in Fig. 4, where we use LS desig-
nations for small Z and j j for large Z.02250III. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH OTHER THEORY
AND EXPERIMENT
We calculated energies of the 75 odd-parity states and the
73 even-parity excited states for Al-like ions with nuclear
charges ranging from Z514 to 100. In Table IV, we illustrate
our theoretical results for the energies of the 30 low-lying
odd-parity states. These states are 3s1/23s1/2@0#3p j(J),
3s1/23p j@J12#3d j8(J), and 3p j3p j8@J12#3p j9(J) in j j cou-
pling or 3s23p 2PJ , 3s3p3d 2S11LJ , and 3p3 2S11LJ in
LS coupling. We also give the energies of the ten low-lying
even-parity states. These states are 3p j3p j8@J12#3s1/2(J) and7-7
U. I. SAFRONOVA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 0225073s1/23s1/2@0#3d j(J) in j j coupling or 3s3p2 2S11LJ and
3s23d 2DJ in LS coupling. Calculations are presented for
Al-like ions with nuclear charges ranging from Z518 to 36.
We limited the number of states and ions to compare with
other results and experimental data. Our comparison is pre-
sented in two parts: transition energies and fine-structure en-
ergy differences.
A. Transition energies
Comparisons of our MBPT energies with other theoretical
and experimental data are too voluminous to include here but
are available as supplementary data in Ref. @27#. Predicted
data based on measurements has been given by Martin et al.
in Ref. @11# for P21 and in Ref. @12# for S31. Similar data for
Fe131 were given by Shirai et al. in Ref. @17#. Our results are
in good agreement with the predicted data, the difference
being 0.3–0.5 % for most cases. It should be noted that rela-
tivistic MBPT calculations are more accurate for high-Z
ions. Good agreement with experimental data obtained
for low-Z ions leads us to conclude that the MBPT
method can provide accurate energies for all values
of Z. Ekberg et al. gave energies of 3s23p 2PJ ,
3s3p3d 2S11LJ , 3s3p2 2S11LJ , and 3s23d 2DJ states of
Al-like ions with nuclear charges ranging from Z532 to 40
in Ref. @8#. The values in @8# were determined from the ob-
served transitions in a stepwise fitting procedure. The differ-
ences between the observed energies and the theoretically
calculated values using the Grant codes were fitted using a
polynomial representation to obtain smoothed energies. Our
MBPT results are in excellent agreement with adopted data
from @8#, the difference being about 0.01–0.1 % for most
cases. The 3s23p 2P –3s3p2 4P transitions in Al-like ions
P21 –Mo291 were investigated in a recently published paper
by Jupe´n and Curtis @9#. We find some differences with that
work as discussed in the following subsection.
B. Fine structure of the 2L and 4L terms
In Fig. 5, we present the fine-structure splitting scaled as
(Z28)4 for the four doublet terms (3s23p 2P , 3s3p2 2P ,
3s3p2 2D , 3s23d 2D) and one quartet term (3s3p2 4P).
The fine structure of the 3s3p2 4P term follows the Lande´
interval rules for low-Z ions; however, for high-Z ions (Z
.30) the value of the 3s3p2 @4P5/2- 4P3/2# splitting is
smaller than the value of the 3s3p2 @4P3/2- 4P1/2# splitting.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, the 3s3p2 2P splitting is in-
verted for high-Z ions (Z.38); the 3s23d 2D splitting is
inverted twice, at Z544 and Z576. The unusual splittings
are due principally to changes from LS to j j coupling, with
mixing from other doublet and quartet states. Further experi-
mental confirmation would be very helpful in verifying the
correctness of these occasionally sensitive mixing param-
eters.02250In Table V, we compare results for the three fine-structure
intervals 3s23p@ 2P3/2- 2P1/2# , 3s3p2 @ 4P3/2- 4P1/2# , and
3s3p2 @ 4P5/2- 4P3/2# in Al-like ions with Z515–42. Our
MBPT values are compared with predicted data given by
Jupe´n and Curtis in Ref. @9#, by Ekberg et al. in Ref. @8#, and
by researchers at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology ~NIST! in Refs. @11–23#. As can be seen from
Table V, there is disagreement between the MBPT and val-
ues predicted by Jupe´n and Curtis in Ref. @9# for the
3s3p2 @ 4P3/2- 4P1/2# and 3s3p2 @ 4P5/2- 4P3/2# intervals.
On the other hand, the MBPT energies agree very well with
those from the tabulations of @11–23# for the above men-
tioned intervals and for the 3s23p@ 2P3/2- 2P1/2# interval. In
the two last columns of Table V, we compare the MBPT
energies with results from Ref. @9# for the
3s3p2 @ 4P5/2- 4P1/2# interval. We see from this table that the
comparison for the 3s3p2 @ 4P5/2- 4P1/2# interval is much
better than those for the 3s3p2 @ 4P3/2- 4P1/2# and
3s3p2 @ 4P5/2- 4P3/2# intervals. We conclude that the
3s3p2 4P3/2 level should be shifted in Ref. @9#, to obtain
reasonable agreement with the present theoretical results and
the NIST data in @13–22#.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, a systematic second-order MBPT study
of the energies of the n53 states of Al-like ions has been
presented. The MBPT gives excellent agreement with
experimental data and adopted results. It would be beneficial
if experimental data for other highly charged Al-like ions
were available. At the present time, there are no experimental
data between Z543 and Z5100 for the aluminum isoelec-
tronic sequence. Availability of such data would lead to an
improved understanding of the relative importance of differ-
ent contributions to the energies of highly charged ions.
These calculations provide a theoretical benchmark for com-
parison with experiment and theory. The results could
be further improved by including third-order correlation
corrections.
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